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Envu Places Trust in Centaur Asia Pacific 

 

 

Singapore: The divestment of Bayer’s Environmental 

Science (ES) Professional business to Cinven for 

US$2.6 billion in October 2022 resulted in the 

establishment of Envu. 

This independent company, rooted in a 50-year legacy 

from Bayer Environmental Science, is dedicated to 

providing environmental solutions. 

Centaur Asia Pacific, serving as the exclusive distributor 

in Singapore, plays a pivotal role in facilitating access to 

Envu’s cutting-edge solutions for diverse turf 

management needs. 

Envu transcends conventional golf products by offering 

an extensive range of services, including Professional 

Pest Management, Forestry, Ornamentals, Industrial Vegetation Management, Lawn & Landscape, Mosquito 

Management, and Range & Pasture. 

Through collaborative efforts with customers, Envu strives to deliver innovative solutions that guarantee lasting 

and effective results. 

Centaur’s exclusive distributorship in Singapore emphasises the trust Envu places in its partners, ensuring that 

the region’s turf management requirements are addressed with Envu’s advanced solutions. 

Lyna Low, Deputy General Manager of Centaur Singapore, is enthusiastic about the collaboration. “We 

appreciate Envu for placing trust in us. We believe that, with the exceptional products Envu offers and Centaur’s 

expertise and industry network, we can collectively deliver superior turf solutions to our customers,” said Low. 

Envu’s formidable product line-up includes Dedicate 200g/L and Signature XTRA Stressgard, essential assets in 

addressing widespread challenges like dollar spots, pythium, and fairy ring outbreaks on golf courses. 

Dedicate 200g/L, a high-impact fungicide, offers year-round protection against various turf diseases, with a focus 

on summer turf disease pressures. With its broad-spectrum formulation containing tebuconazole and 

trifloxystrobin, Dedicate effectively combats issues such as Fusarium Patch, Dollar Spot, Anthracnose, and Rust. 

Its low dosage requirement and superior penetration make it versatile for use in bowls, golf courses, turf farms, 

and ornamental landscapes. 

Signature XTRA Stressgard takes the spotlight with Stressgard Formulation Technology ensuring enhanced 

disease control, improved plant health, and flexible application options. 

Capable of preventing pythium and anthracnose, this innovative fungicide demonstrates Envu’s commitment to 

healthy, uniform turf, trusted disease control, and greater application flexibility. 

Centaur Asia Pacific’s Lyna Low (second left) with Dr Devon Carroll (far 
left), Chief of Staff at Envu, Dr Colin Mumford (second right), Solutions 
Development Manager APAC at Envu, and Dr Kasem Sookkongwaree, 
Market Development Manager – Mekong Cluster. 
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